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Client Ties Powered Nixon Peabody’s
Pioneering Third Party Litigation Play
The firm helped connect Longford Capital with UC Santa Barbara to finance a patent
battle with Amazon, Walmart and others over LED lightbulb technology.
By Dan Packel
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s more capital flows
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third-party
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funders, their success depends
on finding promising areas to
direct their resources. A new
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deal between litigation funder
Longford Capital and the University of California, Santa Barbara suggests traditional law
firms can play a role in advancing those ambitions.

LED lighting

Lawyers at Nixon Peabody
parlayed their longstanding
relationship with the University of California system—and a
burgeoning connection with
Longford Capital—to structure
a novel arrangement backing a
patent enforcement campaign
against

five

retailers

over

energy-saving LED light bulb
technology.
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sell the LEDs, which, according segments are particularly recal- handled some IP and technology
to Longford and Nixon Pea- citrant when it comes to respect- transfer litigation.
body, rely on filament LED ing university IP.
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“Ultimately, the stars aligned,

Levy added that Longford, given our relationship with

Nobel laureate-led team at the among litigation funders, has UCSB and this issue—the explouniversity. Longford said in its been at the forefront of recog- sive infringement we’ve been
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While Levy has never litigated

universities don’t have lots of cases backed by third-party

Longford said it will pay for all resources, but because universi- funders before, he has advised
the attorneys fees and expenses ties have lots of other things to investment banks that directly
for the litigation in return for a spend money on,” he said.
share of any recoveries, but the

backed IP litigation in the past.

By taking advantage of outside The hope is that these cases set-

specific arrangements are under funding, he suggested, universi- tle as quickly as possible. Unlike
wraps, including whether Nixon ties can assure their stakehold- direct competitors looking to see
Peabody is also entitled to any ers that they are not diverting a rival’s product kept off the
share of the potential winnings. funds from other priorities to market, the university wants to
ITC specialists Adduci, Mastri- fuel litigation.
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Looking for ways to back the sold as possible.

co-counsel for the part of the university’s claims, Longford
litigation before that tribunal.
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But there’s more to the story according
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Levy.

Russell energy issues and waste savings

behind this particular battle. As Genet, the former Chicago- associated with this product are
Levy explained, the transfer of based head of the firm’s IP group, enormous.”
technology has evolved since the moved to Longford, also in the
1980’s
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